This paper documents an outline for a computer program for extracting sig nificant correlations of attr ibutes from masses of data .
This memorandum outlinu all approach to probabilist.ic: ally determinins significant rela tiooabip:s in muaes of dat.a. This un be particularly important because NASA has mU8C5 of unevaluated data from its space explorat.ions. Automatic means to find signi6cant correlat.ions in these data can Tiegin to reduce this mammoth NASA reserve d�ta bank. The approach.
outlined in thit paper draws on previoUJ work by Cbeeseman (1983, 1984) in this area. Ueill, thi. approach, the resultant information, probabilistic:aUy extracted. from the data, allows c.J.. culat.ions of t.he conditional probability of any proposition asso ciated with the data, given a.Dr combination of evidence. This information can be used as cluel for discovering more cau,aI ex plantltions. The probabilistkally extracted information can also be transformed into IF-THEN (-condition-c:oncluaion-) rules (with associ ated prob �ility) found \lHful in expert .ystemJ. For example, the probability of A ,inn Blood C is P. written as P(A IB,C)=p can also be written as IF BAND C, THEN A (w;'hprob.6il;'V p)
The system described in this memorandum does not generate rules explicitly. It generates and .tores lisnificant joint probabilities instead. Particular conditional probabilities can be calculated from this information as required by notin& that. conditional pro�ilitr can be writ.ten as the ratio of correspondins joint. probabilit.ies. Thus, for example p(ABC) P(A I B,C) = p(B C)
PROBLEM DEFINITION
The problem explored in this paper 1. that of ext.ra.c:t.inS information from data which can then be used to form the knowledge base of a probabilistic expert system. The resultant. for mula.tion summarizes an the probabilistic. information found from tbl!" dllta and c.an be used.
to calculate any probability ass ociated wit.h th e data. The information found is the significant joint prot..bilit.ies of attributes from data (which hM resulted from a collection of observations) .
An illustrative example followed in this paper determines the probabilistic relationships of can· cer to smoking given a act of observations on people over the ase of 60 whose hypot.hetical case histories are obt.ained from the completion of the following questionaire 
No
A set of data thus obtained from a aurvey of 3428 individuals might appear as shown in
Figures la and lb (called ·continsency tables-).
The numbers shown in each box or cell refer to the lotal Dumber or indiTidua1e who have that combination of attributes. Thus, the number of .moken who do Dot have cancer despite
• family history of cancer is given as 410. Thia can be writ.ten iD a shorthand notation .. This states tbat there were -no individuala t.hat had. the attribute values
In general, ,.,e can refer to the nu mb er of individua19 with the ith value of attribute A, the jth value of the attribute B and the kth value of the attribute_C, as Ni1:c or Nii.
where i, j, k are the numbers as.!OCiat.ed with the values of t.he attributes. In equ.ation form, these summations can be simply written as
CANCER
N,·=LNi,.
.Dd 
APPROACH
The approach taken for finding joint probabilities of attributes is to maximize the entropy of the discrete probability distribution while satisfyinfl!; the constraints imposed by all the known probabilities. This can also be thought of as achieving the maximum uncertainty in the values of these higher-order probabilities; as any lesser uncertainty would imply further constrainb.
KMaximum entropy" probability values distribute the uncertainty (H) as evenly as possible over the underlyins probability space in a way consistent with the constraints.
The "known probabilitiu" (constrainla) a.te determined by applying a significance test to the da.ta. A "minimum messa.ge length" criterion is used as the test for significance between the observed values of occuren<:e ' of higher-order combinations of attributes in the data and the.
values calculated by the maximum entropy a.pproach using the currently known constraints.
U the minimum message length required to encode an observed value of occurence assuming a chance distribution is less than that given by the maximum entropy approach (using the eonstraints thus far) , then lobe observed value is deemed significant and the joint probability ass ociated with it is added to t.he list. of constraints. Once all the significant joint probabilities are determined, any other probability relationships associated with the data can be readily c.a.kulated from the resulting lueeinct equation.
MAXIMIZING THE ENTROPY
The entropy (uncertainty) is liven in terms of the joint probabilities as (Jayoes, 1979)
I' .....
where ij,k, ... are the indices of the values of the attributes and Pi j " is the joint probability (probability of the simultaneous occurrence of the ith value of the attribute A, the jth value of the attribute B, and the kth value of attribute C).
For sim plicity, in the rest. of this paper, we will only consider three a.ttributes -A, B, C.
The extension to a larler number of attributes is straight forward.
To maximize the entrap), we first add to H the constrAints (associated with the prior known probabilities) usioS LaGraoge multipliers (w's) to form 11'. We then take the derviative of H' with respect to each oBbe unknown variablea-the probabilities and the LaGraoge multipliersand set them equal to uro to fiod valuea for the variables that ma.ximize H'. Thus :-:!::r 
+w(l -Ei;t.P'j",)
Takin& derivati ... � with respect. to the probabilities, we obtain
Therefore where we have defined
where we have defined
(ID)
Taking the partial derivatives of H' with respect to the W multipliers and setting them equal to sera, simply returns our given c::
oH'jow; = 0 -LPij} = P;
..
i;
OH'jOWi; = 0 -LPij} = Pi; . on'jaWi} = 0 -L.Pii" = Pi} (and so on for any higher-order known prior probllbilitiea). 
These summations are simplified if we group the summations by the indices1 . Thus, for example
A3 will be illusti'j.ted later usin� our example, this set of simultaneous equations is iteratively solved for ° values:
" Initially, the a values are calculated from the first-order probabilities derived from the data. Then the Cl values are recalculated u!lin� any known prior second-order probabilities. Based on the resulting 0 valu�, predicted second-order joint probabilities of the attributes are then calculated (using Equation 12 or equivalently Equations 25 -31) and the observed data is evaluated to see whether it differs significantly from the values predicted.
IT the predicted probabilities of the observed values of the combinations of a.ttributes are less than the probabilities of their occurence owin� to pure chance, then the values observed from the data are statistically significantly different from those calculated Crom the constraints used thus Car. In this ca.se, these significantly different observed values Me used to form new constraints and the a values are recalculated. This process is repeated at tbis level and each successive level until all the observed statistically sisnificant correlations are accounted Cor .
PREDICTING THE VALUE OF Niik
The probability of findins the number Nij• of occurences having the ith value oC attribute A, the jtb value of B, and the kth value of C is �iven by the well-established "binomial distribution" (32) where N is the total number sampled Pi# is the prior probability (calculated from the 0 values) oC the ith value of A, the jth value of B, and the kth value of C occurring together in the population being sampled.
The predicted mean of Nij.t is given by (33) and the associated standard deviation of Ni;. is given by (34)
The mean and standard deviation are useful for estimating the significance of the difference between the observed v alue of Nii• and the predicted value.
SIGNIFICANCE TESTING OF THE OBSERVED VALUES OF THE Niik'S
In this section we determine the significance of the observed values of the N's by compar ing the probability of their chance occurence with the probability predicted by the probability formula, Equation 12, derived from the constraints found thus far. If, for example, the proba. bility of occurence by chance of an obl!lerved value of Nii" is grea�er th.. an that predicted by the formula, we regard that Ni,.. a.s significant and use it a.s-� constraint to revise our probability formula so that it will predict the observed value. The revised formula is then used to predict the probability of occurence of the remaining observed values of the N's and the procedure recursively repeated until no further significant N's are found.
The procedure, outlined above, starts by comparing the probabilities of the chance occurence of the observed values of the second-order N's with :le probabilities predicted by Equation 12 and uses the resultant most significant N to update Equation 12. The remaining second-order In determining the probability of an observed value or Nii. ocurrin� by chance, we not.
that the values in the cella must add up to their constraining marsinal values. ThulI no cell can have a value exceedin� its aignificant m ar�inalll minus the values of any other si8nificant.
cell.!! associated with those marginals. This sets a maximum value for a cell. If for a cell all the other cells a.ssociated with one of its significant marginals have been found to be si�nificant., then the cell must have the value observed for it. If the cell is not 10 constrained, then for the chance case it is equally likely that it will have any inte8er value from zero to ita maximum value (discu!I.!Ied. above).
We now derive the equation needed for comparin8 the probabilities of occurence of the observed value of Nii" a.s calculated by Equation 12 and a.s calculated for chance.
The well-known "bayesian formula" Cor calculating the posterior value of a hypothesis, hI,
where p (hI) is the prior probability of the hypothesis. For our purposes, a more convenient relative form of Baye's rule gives the likelihood ratio of the posterior probability of two different hypotheses (given the same data)
Taking the log of the likelihood ratio, we obtain (36)
10 information theory, the minimum message length required to encode (communicate) a particular choice (e.g., hI) from a set of mutually exclusive and exhaustive hypotheses is pro portional to -lnp(h1) (Jaynes, 1979) . Thus, Equation 37 can be interpreted a.s proportional to the difference in the minimum message lengths required to represent the two hypotheses 8iven the data.
There are two basic hypotheses for the Ni;.t obtained from the data for a partiCUlar cell ijle.
Hl Given that we have found M nth-order sisnificant constraints Uoint probabilities), there are no more nth-order significant constraints. (i.e., Equation 12 adequately predicts the probability of occurence of the observed values of the remainin&-nth-order N's.)
Ht Given that we have found M nth-order significant constraints Uoint probabilities), there is at lea.st one more nth-order significant constraint and this cell is the next nth-order significant constraint.
The hypothesis H2 can be broken up into two hypotheses H'J! There is at least ODe more nth-order significant constraint.
H2" This cell is the next nth-order .!! i�nificant constraint.
where without any other information
p(H2UI H'i!)
remaining available cells at the current order 
For the observed value of Ni;1I to be atati5tiully sisnificant requires (ftom Equation 44) tbat m2-ml < 0
IT the observed, N·"k is statisticaBy significant, then it !orJruJ a new con�traint and a new set of a values is calcula�� that wm predict it when llsinl these new y,"ues in Equation 12.
The overall procedure for findin, aiSoilicaot correl.tions is outlined by th now diasram shown in Fi,ure 3. The procedure for calculatin, the a values iI outlined by the 80w di.,ram shown in Fi,ure .of.
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